Exploration
- Oil & Gas
At Drilcorp we have been
operating on shore in the UK for
over 20 years, carrying out many
projects as ‘operator’ status.
Our experience in this industry
has given us in-depth knowledge
of the regulatory requirements
of both the Environment Agency
and SEPA, which enables us to
successfully navigate this
exacting regulatory
environment on your behalf.
Whilst working in this industry
we have acted as ‘operator’ under
the Borehole Sites and Operations
Regulations 1995 on many sites
including targeted drilling
operations into abandoned mine
workings for gas extraction.
When undertaking such projects
you can rest assured that we have
the equipment and expertise to
deal with the control of explosive
emissions.
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Exploration - Oil & Gas
We are highly proficient in the shallow to medium depth exploration
sector, with a range of drilling machinery and in-hole equipment, which
means that we will always use the right machine for your project. As
our daily rig rate is considerably lower than the main production rig
rate you will not only reduce costs but that due to our understanding
of the regulations you can be sure that your surface casings and
aquifer protection requirements are met.
We are confident that we have the equipment to meet your requirements
with a range including conventional core barrels as well as wireline
systems, with a capability of coring to depths of 1000m.
Drilling for Coal Mine Methane Extraction
Our client, a large energy company, was undertaking a project to extract
coal mine methane from an abandoned coal mine within the ‘Silkstone
Roadway and subsequently produce electricity from it. The coal mine was
located approximately 268m vertically and 25m horizontally from the
wellhead, with a target roadway of around 1.5m wide by 3m deep. This
meant that we had to use oil field technology with our Drilcorp Conrad
Comax 800 drilling rig to guide down the hole (DTH) mud motor to the
target location. To facilitate this, we installed approximately 40m of
10” and 240m of 6” mild steel casing, with the final 50m drilled ‘open
hole’ using conventional rotary drilling into the mine workings.
Several coal measures had to be passed through on the way to the target
roadway, which meant that the mud-flush was occasionally lost. However,
previous experience in this field meant that we knew we could use lost
circulation materials and grouting to remedy this. An additional
complication was that the drilling pad was sited adjacent to overhead
power cables, which necessitated extensive health and safety planning
prior to commencement and careful co-ordination and consultation
throughout the project.
We successfully entered the target coal mine roadway using the planned
open hole drilling, which can be seen on the subsequent CCTV footage of
the mine. The project was delivered on time and within budget and has
led to further similar projects for this client.

